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Executive Summary
Kubernetes is the de-facto platform for deploying modern applications to production.
However, it’s only a small part of an Enterprise Container Platform. Getting started with a
container platform is a daunting task, and there are many options to choose from, from
do-it-yourself to fully managed services.

Our recommendation is to look at a commodity, off-the-shelf solution like Otomi Container
Platform, a complete Enterprise Container Platform that prevents cloud lock-in, removes the
complexity of DIY while still reaping the benefits of easy onboarding and seamless upgrades
in the future. With Otomi Container Platform, your developers and cloud engineers can work
on high-value business projects, instead of keeping the lights of Kubernetes and the
enterprise container platform on. With the developer self-service capabilities in Otomi
Container Platform, teams can fully use Kubernetes’ potential to drive their application
development needs.
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Introduction
Getting started with Kubernetes is a daunting endeavor, but a necessary one. For many
organizations, Kubernetes is at the core of transforming their business to create digital
products and services as alternative sources of revenue.

On the surface, digital transformation, application development, Kubernetes and other tools
from the Cloud Native Computing Foundation (the CNCF) seem intertwined: being able to
adopt complex technologies, like Kubernetes, quickly, means you have an edge on your
competitors. The first-mover advantage, being the first to market with a new feature, product
or service, builds strong brand recognition and product (or service) loyalty before other
entrants to the market. And as entire industries are digitizing, that advantage is crucial for
long-term commercial success.

Getting and maintaining that edge is highly dependent on your ability to deliver more
features more quickly, and at an ever-increasing level of quality to stay ahead of your
competition. In order to deliver great software quickly, Kubernetes is often touted as the
solution.

In a nutshell, Kubernetes is democratizing and commoditizing infrastructure for software
developers, serving as the core for modern, cloud-native applications. Its standard APIs and
the standardized container image format it uses, ensure that Kubernetes is Kubernetes,
regardless of the underlying infrastructure or cloud platform.

And while part of digital transformation is about having a toolbox of digital capabilities,
grounded in cloud-native services offered by public cloud vendors and about taking back the
reins of your digital landscape to be nimble, agile and flexible, we see organizations struggle
with the balance between this freedom and the bespoke nature of DIY-solutions that
naturally come with building your own solutions using a virtually limitless toolkit of
cloud-native services.

In this paper, we’ll take a look at how Kubernetes fits into the broader technology landscape,
and how that enterprise container platform is crucial for digital transformation and the
adoption of cloud-native. We’ll also inspect the shadow side, evaluating what part
Kubernetes plays in your core business, and whether that means Kubernetes is, or is not,
your core business.

We’ll take a look at a few examples of technology vendors whose core business is
Kubernetes, how they (try) to lock you into their ecosystem, and why even public cloud
vendors can’t do better than offer you a patchwork of services and a disjointed experience.

In reading this paper, you’ll discover what balance to strike between what you should do
yourself, versus for what parts you should use an off-the-shelf solution to maximize
Kubernetes’ potential. Finally, we take a look at the various deployment models, and dive
into why DIY probably isn’t the right choice for you.
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What is an Enterprise Container Platform
But first, let’s take a step back, and look at the entirety of the Enterprise Container Platform
to better understand the value of Kubernetes in the enterprise.

Definition: An Enterprise Container Platform is a complete suite for running, operating
and managing container-based applications at scale, including compute hosts and
container runtime, storage, networking, security, metrics, logging, tracing, security, testing,
building and other CI/CD tools.

In other words: an Enterprise Container Platform is a platform for developing and running
cloud-native applications, and it’s so much more than just Kubernetes, the container
scheduler. It includes many solutions to manage container-based applications in production,
and includes services for the development of these applications, too.

Figure 1: A typical Enterprise Container Platform consists of dozens of solutions and
features

As you can see in figure 1, an Enterprise Container Platform consists of many dozens of
products, services and features.

Compare it to a typical virtualization platform, which consists of much more than just ESXi
(the hypervisor, which roughly translates to a container runtime in an Enterprise Container
Platform) and vCenter (roughly comparable to Kubernetes). It also includes storage (a SAN,
NAS or VMware’s VSAN) backup (Veeam), secrets management (KeePass), automation
(PowerCLI, Powershell), Networking (physical Cisco or F5 switches and firewalls), security
(NSX), Metrics (SolarWinds, PRTG or Nagios), SSO and RBAC (Active Directory),
Infrastructure-as-Code (Terraform), golden image creation (Packer), configuration
management (Puppet), and many other moving pieces.

An Enterprise Container Platform is not much different. It also containers solutions for
storage (object storage or block storage via Persistent Volumes and CSI, the Container
Storage Interface) backup (Velero), secrets management (Vault), automation (Drone),
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Networking (Ingress Control), security (Istio and OPA), Observability (Prometheus, Loki and
Jaeger), SSO and RBAC (Oauth2 / OpenID and Keycloak), Infrastructure-as-Code (GitLab,
Harbor) and many other moving pieces.

From a less technical perspective: the Enterprise Container Platform is the collection of
technologies, including cloud services, that allows organizations to build and run
cloud-native applications. It’s the infrastructural fundament for running applications, plus all
of the plumbing and tooling needed to create, test, build, deploy and release applications.

The role of Kubernetes in an Enterprise Container Platform
Like with vSphere and ESXi, Kubernetes is the workhorse that schedules and runs
containers, keeps applications running and performs lifecycle management and operational
tasks.

But like vSphere, it also takes center stage in interoperability. The Kubernetes APIs are the
core interface for integrating and interoperating with the ecosystem of products we
mentioned above for things like storage, networking, CI/CD, observability. These APIs are
also the interface developers use during application development. Both of these mean that
Kubernetes is the linchpin of the enterprise container platform, and rightly so. It is the
de-facto standard for addressing and automating modern applications in production.

One of its main responsibilities is to deal with resilience, a key component of how containers
work. To understand resilience better, let’s compare and contrast how virtual machines and
containers solve availability and resilience challenges.

Looking at VMs first, we see a couple of assumptions: The Virtual Machine is unique, and
stateful. The VM itself is uniquely valuable to us, and they’re hard to replace with another,
identical VM (often because their creation was based on documentation, not code). Hence,
its availability and lifetime must be maximized. In most cases, VMs are pets, not cattle.
That’s why virtualization platforms are architected to increase availability (uptime), and why
backup and (disaster) recovery are important. These platforms need redundancy in the
infrastructure layer (with redundant servers, networking, storage), and have mechanisms
that maximize the uptime of any individual virtual machine (like VMware HA, which restarts
VMs immediately after a host failure). All of it is aimed to keep those pets alive.

Containers, on the other hand, have different characteristics. Container images are
deconstructed into many ‘layers’ that makes re-creating images much easier, and they’re
smaller because they don’t contain the entire operating system, just the bits needed to run
applications. Container images are also read-only, so the base layers don’t change. Any
changes made when containers are running are ephemeral, meaning they’re lost when you
stop the container. In other words: container images are stateless, and they store state (like
application data) outside of the container. This design makes it more explicit where to store
what data: the container image is for middleware, runtime and application binaries;
configuration and data are stored elsewhere, like in a S3 bucket or Persistent Volume. It also
means that it’s possible to spin up many containers using the same base images, all pointing
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to the same persistent data, which makes load balancing and scaling up (for performance
reasons) much easier. With containers, redundancy and resilience has moved from the
infrastructure layer to the container layer. Availability is created by running multiple identical
containers to cope with failure, not by maximizing uptime for any individual container.
Container resilience is done via quantity, not quality.

And here’s the crucial part: the ability to spin up many containers using the same base
image makes a difference in how we handle availability, although we call it resilience in a
container context. If we have many of the same containers running, across hosts, data
center or cloud availability zones; do we care about any individual container? No, we don’t.
The collective of all containers makes up a healthy, functioning application, so we can
handle the failure of individual containers.

The difference is whether we architect our applications (and infrastructure) for availability
(high uptime), or for failure (resilience). And Kubernetes is the scheduler that takes care of
that resilience during the regular day-to-day operations, and figures out how to upgrade
containers to a new version while keeping the application running deals with spinning up
containers on new hosts and deals with failed hosts. In a way, Kubernetes allows
container-based applications to self-heal, increasing uptime, without adding work to the
operator’s day.

Looping back to the question of what role does Kubernetes have in an Enterprise Container
Platform, we see that it is critically important for running and scheduling modern applications,
but we also see the limited functional role it plays in the entirety of an Enterprise Container
Platform.

Figure 2: An overview of some of the products needed to create an Enterprise Container
Platform
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What to expect from a container platform
A container platform has to have many other functionalities to be successfully be adopted in
the enterprise:

1. Observability tools, to inspect and observe running applications in production to
increase performance, reliability and security, and reduce cost, outages and errors.
Observability includes tools for monitoring (metrics), logging and (distributed) tracing,
as well as dashboarding and alerting systems.

2. Stateful (block) storage to store application and configuration data, container
images, including backup software.

3. State and configuration for package and artifact management, including
Kubernetes configuration and GitOps-based workflows.

4. Security and compliance using Policy enforcement to provide audit logs, set and
enforce compliance and security policies. This includes Single Sign-On and identity
providers.

5. CI/CD pipelines: to move code from the repository into production safely, quickly and
often.

6. Networking and service configuration to automate service topology, secure
inter-service communication with mTLS and ingress traffic, including load balancing
and SSL termination

While this list may not be complete, we can quickly see that Kubernetes only scratches the
surface of what an Enterprise Container Platform needs.

Kubernetes is hot, but does it have intrinsic business value?
And this is where the shoe pinches: Kubernetes only one of a collection of complex
technologies. On its own, Kubernetes is already a difficult technology to master, but many
have succeeded, either with their internal Kubernetes deployments, or creating some kind of
managed or hosted Kubernetes-as-a-Service: Kubernetes has become ubiquitous and
commodity over the last year or two, and many, from public cloud providers, technology
vendors and service providers, have jumped on the bandwagon and released their own
service or product. These offerings range from a managed ‘cluster-as-a-service’, a
‘distribution’ to easily install Kubernetes on your own bare-metal infrastructure or entire
Platforms as a Service, which includes all the aforementioned ecosystem products for
application development.

The reason we see so many managed or hosted Kubernetes services pop up, is because
Kubernetes, inherently, is a complex piece of technology. Its inner workings are very visible
and customizable, allowing for high levels of customizability to various use cases, but
leading to an extremely high learning curve. All these offerings solve these complex
problems, so you don’t have to. And these offerings exist for a reason. For the vast majority
of use cases, DIY isn’t viable.

For many end-user organizations, it makes no sense to put in the effort of creating an
internal service or product. They simply do not operate at the required scale or level of
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complexity to warrant a do-it-yourself approach. Unfortunately, many still do take this
approach, like they DIY’ed on-prem, VM-based infrastructure in the past. The reasoning is
often that DIY is required, because of the specific mix of products in the Enterprise Container
Platform for things like storage, networking, security, monitoring (and more): you simply need
to do it yourself because your company and its use of that specific mix of products is unique.

We’ve seen many organizations struggle with home-grown Kubernetes solutions, delivering
below-par features, stability, self-serviceability, performance and cost-to-value. Kubernetes’
complexity requires dedicated (and expensive) expertise, which is justified to find if you don’t
operate at a high scale or level of complexity, and only have a single, internal, customer.
We’ve seen the sunk cost fallacy effect happen for many that went down this path, only to
discover DIY wasn’t the solution they needed.

The reality is, that the building blocks of cloud-native are just that: generic, common,
ubiquitous building blocks. Even if your specific mix of products is unique. it doesn’t mean
you should also DIY the building blocks themselves.

Kubernetes is merely one building block in a collection of building blocks needed to create
digital services and products. It has no intrinsic business value in and of itself. Even an
Enterprise Container Platform has no intrinsic business value. It’s the time and toil saved
that has value: the fact that it allows software and cloud engineers to fully focus, with lower
cognitive load, that they don’t need to switch context a lot, and can just focus on the task at
hand makes them more efficient and productive. That’s business value an Enterprise
Container Platform enables.

So, an Enterprise Container Platform has value as a business enabler. But it only delivers
business value if you make the most of the potential value: you have to enable the value,
and make the most out of Kubernetes and the Enterprise Container Platform in order to
achieve any kind of business value. In other words, you have to overcome the friction due to
the complex nature of these technologies, before you start to see a return on investment.
That means it makes sense to minimize the friction required to be successful with the
implementation and operationalization of an Enterprise Container Platform, which usually
means: do as little yourself as possible. If it’s not your core business, don’t do it yourself, but
let the experts take care of it. These experts are, of course, the public cloud and technology
vendors that do operate at the scale and level of complexity required to successfully ‘do’
Kubernetes. After all, it’s their core business (and not yours).

But how do you minimize that friction in the early stages of your cloud-native journey?

Enterprise Container Platform Deployment Models
Choosing a suitable deployment model requires you to think holistically. Not just about
Kubernetes or the Enterprise Container Platform, but also about infrastructure (compute
nodes, storage, networking), bandwidth costs to and from applications already in the cloud
(or in SaaS), and even latency to and from your on-prem applications. Additionally, lock-in,
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flexibility and the cost of migrating to another platform ultimately impact the best solution for
you.

Secondly, remember that the Enterprise Container Platform and Kubernetes do not have
much intrinsic business value. It’s what you do with it (and at what cost and effort), that
determines its value. Does it make sense to invest a lot of time and effort into building your
own? Perhaps at a certain scale (and complexity that comes with it). Does it make sense to
minimize the cost and effort? Probably. Does it make sense to unburden your staff and
reduce their cognitive load? Absolutely. With that in mind, there are a couple of popular
delivery and deployment models for Kubernetes and Enterprise Container Platforms. Let’s
take a moment to set the stage, to fully understand the what and how of each option.

Do-it-yourself
In the DIY approach, an organization designs, builds and operates the entire Enterprise
Container Platform themselves, including lifecycle management, integration of the different
components in the Enterprise Container Platform, support, break/fix. This is the most flexible
option with the freedom to design a solution exactly to spec, but with the highest operational
burden and cognitive load, as well as the highest complexity.

You are entirely responsible for keeping the lights on, fixing issues, supporting the platform’s
users and changing the architecture and design as requirements evolve. As DIY platforms
often have only a single, internal customer (albeit consisting of multiple teams or business
units), the economies of scale are not great. Support and quality of features probably lag
behind what commercial Enterprise Container Platform vendors can offer in terms of
turn-key experience.

The biggest challenge when going down the DIY path may not be the initial set up, but likely
is the effort that needs to be put into maintaining the integrations between all of the tools in
the platform, which are fragile and full of custom ’glue’ code, unique to your organization.
These integrations tend to break during system upgrades and configuration changes, and
are likely to cause outages on production, as well as disrupting developer workflows. As the
value in Enterprise Container Platform is in using it to create and run modern applications,
not in the platform itself, any issue with the platform will impact business value directly.

This challenge translates well into the cost of the DIY approach. While you may save on
licensing cost initially, the meter starts running when you factor in the hours of highly-paid
experts for the initial deployment, upgrades, creation and maintenance of glue code and
integrations for security, authentication, single sign-on, monitoring and metrics, distributed
tracing, the service mesh, load balancers, et cetera. You get the picture. And none of these
costs scale particularly well, as the platform team only has a single internal customer and
there are no economies of scale to benefit from.
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Figure 3.

As we can see in figure 3, the operational complexity drives up the personnel cost for SRE
and Cloud Ops experts, never reaching the break-even point.

Managed Services
In the Managed (or Hosted) Service approach, a company makes it their core business to
offer a commercial service for running Kubernetes or an Enterprise Container Platform. It is
the easiest way to get started, and quick onboarding is a major upside of using a service. It
is the least flexible option of the three, as it relies heavily on standardization, which may or
may not fit your requirements and use case right now, but almost certainly drift apart as you
use the service longer.

It shifts control over lifecycle management to the service provider, meaning you have little
control over when scheduled downtime for maintenance or updates happens. It also means
you have little control over versioning, meaning versions of Kubernetes can lag significantly
or version upgrades breaking backward compatibility leaving you scrambling to prevent
issues. Simply put: the service provider’s lifecycle management planning is no longer aligned
with your business planning.

There are advantages in economies of scale, though. Managed services tend to have many
customers, meaning deeper and broader investments into features quantity, feature quality
and quality of service (like self-service portals, on-demand configuration and provisioning)
make sense. That means you get more and better features, at a lower cost, and with a better
user experience. Simply put: they can deliver a quality of service that is hard to match for
many internal platform teams DIY’ing an Enterprise Container Platform.
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It also removes most, if not all, operational work from the customer’s plate, reducing their
cognitive load, so they can focus on business-related projects, instead of the infrastructural
plumbing.

Don’t forget that managed services often have additional friction in the form of lock-in. In
many (but not all) cases, using a managed service also means using the service provider’s
hosted infrastructure, locking you into using their services for things like cluster nodes,
storage and networking. Especially in the public cloud realm with AKS, EKS and similar
services, this lock-in leads to additional, hidden costs and lost freedom of choice and
flexibility for additional services like compute, storage and networking.

The biggest downside, however, is that managed Enterprise Container Platforms still require
varying levels of DIY to make work. It’s almost as if it’s normal to have some part of the
infrastructure chronically broken: from identity providers and single sign-on providers, to
distributed tracing sidecars; from monitoring integrations to complex CI/CD pipelines: most
managed services focus on offering a single service (like Kubernetes), but do not offer a
complete Enterprise Container Platform.

Conversely, while common PaaS platforms like RedHat OpenShift, VMware Tanzu and
Rancher are Enterprise Container Platforms, they are too prescriptive in what tools to use,
locking you into their ecosystem, unable to leverage the power of open source and the
CNCF’s ecosystem of complementary products.

Product
Does the current state of Kubernetes as an enterprise container platform leave us with either
DIY (resulting in a bespoke, hard-to-manage and expensive but tailored solution) or a
one-size-fits-all managed and hosted service that’s nowhere near complete but still locks
you into a cloud?

No. A third option is that of a product, platform or distribution. These options package up the
complexity into an engineered solution, and balances the freedom and flexibility of DIY with
the simplicity of using a service. It is the best of both worlds, so to speak.

Red Kubes’ Otomi Container Platform is a good example of this approach. It is a complete
Enterprise Container Platform, packaged up as a ‘distribution’ for self-hosted deployment. Its
core value is in the pre-integration of all the open-source components that make up an
Enterprise Container Platform, removing the downside of DIY and cloud lock-in, while
keeping the upsides.

It’s a single deployable, turn-key solution that helps you get started with a feature-complete
Enterprise Container Platform quickly by completely removing the complexity of design and
implementation, using a single deployment package that takes care of the entire installation
of components with sane, secure defaults, enterprise-grade scaling and functionality. Simply
add a Kubernetes environment, like a managed service from a cloud vendor or on-prem
distribution, and you’re off to the races.
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Otomi reduces the operational burden of keeping the lights on and upgrading components,
because Red Kubes will take care of lifecycle management by providing updates and new
versions of the entire stack as a whole, so you don’t have to manage each individual
component. Because the custom ‘glue’ to integrate each component is now a fully supported
part of the product, operational fragility of DIY is removed, as Otomi has the economies of
scale to invest engineering time to maintain the integrations and improve the glue code
across the entire customer base. That means the cost of personnel can be reduced over
time as the cloud infrastructure estate continues growing, further optimizing the total cost of
ownership while keeping complexity down.

Figure 4.

Because Otomi is self-hosted (it’s deployed on top of a customer’s cluster), you’re still in
control of when to upgrade, if at all. This removes operational downsides of being at the
mercy of the service provider for lifecycle management. With managed services often
locking you into using additional services for hosting, Otomi gives you the freedom to
self-host, as well as mix-and-match clusters across on-prem, hosted environments and the
public cloud. This reduces dependency on 3rd parties, reduces cost and increases
deployment options for specific use cases, to be able to deploy the Enterprise Container
Platform on the most cost-efficient cloud, or closest to your SaaS data, or even close to your
existing on-prem data center assets.
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What is the best option for you?
In this paper, we’ve seen that DIY Kubernetes, and the Enterprise Container Platform for that
matter, probably doesn’t make sense for you unless your internal customer is of sufficient
size (and complexity) to justify the investment. But below say 100 teams across at least
three different business units, DIY is just too complex and has too little intrinsic business
value to justify the investment and cognitive load. Chances are, DIY makes you slower to
deliver new features, not faster. Building a bespoke and unsustainable version of Kubernetes
will not help you stay competitive.

The opportunity cost can be significant, from crucial deals lost to losing market share, or
losing customers due to bad user experience and non-competitive pricing. And isn’t that the
point of developing modern applications? To digitally transform your organization? To create
digital products and services, and gain market share before your competitors do? Prioritize
adding differentiated value instead of adding infrastructure-related engineering work.

First-mover advantage is crucial for commercial success, so quick time-to-value, like
managed solutions deliver, is key. But lock-in lurks, preventing flexibility and optimization (for
cost, features or performance), so choosing the right Enterprise Container Platform is crucial
to get the balance between speed, flexibility, features and cost right.

For long-term success, distributions like Otomi are the most flexible and able to bend with
your changing requirements, while minimizing operational work and cost; helping you to get
the most out of Kubernetes and the Enterprise Container Platform.

With this innate ability to breathe with, instead of against the organization, while providing
the benefits of a managed solution, technical debt does not build up and teams can fully use
Kubernetes’ potential to drive their application development needs.

The success of adopting a container platform completely depends on your development
teams, and whether they are happy to work with the platform. Happy means many things,
ranging from the ability to spin up new applications or development pipelines quickly,
reduction of operational work, platform resilience, ease of creating new clusters and
changing existing ones on-demand, and self-service capabilities.

The question remains: how can you best deliver these Enterprise Container Platform
features that make your engineers happy?

With the developer self-service capabilities in Otomi Container Platform, you can create a
Service, point to the container image you would like to deploy, and add a hostname for the
public URL. Otomi then deploys your app and provides an URL where you can directly
access your application. The entire deployment, from scaling and storage to configuring load
balancing, SSL termination and ingress is done automatically.

The DIY patchwork that makes up an Enterprise Container Platform is almost certainly not
the best way to move forward, because creating simple platforms that remove complexity is
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hard. And considering Kubernetes’ complexity in particular, simplicity is very hard to achieve
in the Enterprise Container Platform space.

About Otomi Container Platform
Otomi Container Platform is a suite of integrated best-of-breed open source tools combined
with automation & self-service, all wrapped together and made available as an
enterprise-grade, production-ready and single deployable solution.

With Otomi Container Platform you can turn any Kubernetes cluster in any cloud or
on-premises into a real multi- and hybrid Cloud container platform.

Otomi Container Platform offers an innovative new Kubernetes user experience. It tackles
Kubernetes with an OS-like approach. All the integrated and user-aware applications are
presented in a desktop-like user interface.

Figure 5: A new Kubernetes user experience

Otomi Container Platform is the fastest way for organizations to get Kubernetes speed and
agility, with the smallest initial and ongoing investment in infrastructure management. It
allows teams to start deploying within an hour.
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Otomi Container Platform offers an out-of-the-box enterprise-grade and production-ready
container platform solution that acts as an added-value layer on top of Kubernetes and offers
a suite of integrated and pre-configured industry-leading open source applications, combined
with automation and self-service. It allows you to do Day 0 ‘Design’, Day 1 ‘Deploy’, and day
2 ‘Operations’ on the first day, reduce costs, and avoid technical debt. With Otomi, you can
focus on building value for your company and become more agile and disruptive.

Contact us if you like to know more about Otomi Container Platform or visit
https://redkubes.com/request-demo-otomi-container-platform/ to schedule a demo.
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Legal Statements
Copyright Notice
This document and its content are copyright of Red Kubes B.V. - © Red Kubes 2021. All
rights reserved. Any redistribution or reproduction of part or all the contents in any form is
prohibited other than the following:

- you may print or download to local hard disk extracts for your personal and
noncommercial use only

- you may copy the content to individual third parties for their personal use, but only if
you acknowledge the source of the material

You may not, except with our express written permission, distribute or commercially exploit
the content. Nor may you transmit it or store it in any other website or another form of
electronic retrieval system.

Note from the Authors
The views in this whitepaper are those of Red Kubes B.V. Every effort has been made to
ensure accuracy; however, we appreciate that some readers may take issue with our
conclusions. If so, we welcome your feedback at: marketing@redkubes.com
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